WISHING YOU A RESTFUL
& HAPPY HOLIDAY SEASON

LET’S ALL EXHALE. WE’RE ALMOST AT THE END
OF AN EXHAUSTING AND CATACLYSMIC YEAR.
A s Wisconsinites we’ve had a lot to overcome, from a dangerous
pandemic and racial reckoning protests to an economic downturn and a
hotly contested election.
Amid all that tumult and risk, we at CUB are glad to report on the
progress we’ve made this year as your independent consumer voice at
the PSC.

SINCE JANUARY WE HAVE:
• Assembled a coalition to move forward a Funding Modernization Plan
that will be transformational for CUB. We worked with utilities, Public
Service Commissioners, legislators, business groups and others —
and our proposal won unanimous and bipartisan approval from two
legislative committees and the full state Assembly. We hope the state
Senate approves the plan before year-end.
•R
 eached a settlement freezing Madison Gas & Electric Co. electric rates,
and supported a plan by Wisconsin Power & Light Co. to keep its rates
unchanged in 2021.
We’re stepping up our efforts to help customers hardest hit by the
Recession, inequity or economic inequality.
 e can’t say enough about how much we appreciate YOUR SUPPORT for
W
our work as the state’s sole advocate for small businesses and residential
utility customers.
B
 est wishes from CUB for a restful, rewarding and healthy
holiday season!

Eileen Hannigan, Board President

Tom Content, Executive Director

Corey Singletary,Utility Analyst

Richard Storck, Communications & Outreach

RESPONDING TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, RECESSION
This year, our focus is on keeping customers connected and working with utilities to
help those hardest hit by the economic downturn.
The PSC had planned to lift its shutoff moratorium in July. CUB urged the PSC to
extend it, and the PSC ultimately agreed. Shutoffs for natural gas and electric
customers are barred until next year. We also fought to keep utilities from profiting
from COVID-19 costs. The PSC agreed with CUB and limited returns to less than half of
what was sought.
Wisconsinites who fell on hard times this year are on our minds. CUB has called for
more funding for low-income people — to pay for rent, electricity and water in the next
COVID-19 bill in Congress.
Going forward, we’ve asked utilities to analyze which customers are in the greatest need
to help address inequities and folks in dire straits.
See cubwi.org/covid19 to stay up to date and find helpful resources.

CUB IN ACTION

MG&E RATE CASE FOR 2021

CUB this summer reached a one-year negotiated settlement with Madison Gas & Electric
that will benefit ratepayers in 2021. Highlights:
Rate Stability: No increase in electricity costs for customers in 2021.
Fixed Charge: No increase in fixed customer charge in 2021.
Profits: Maintains lowest profit level among major Wisconsin utilities.
E nergy Burden: MG&E committed to work with CUB to assess the energy burden of those
who struggle the most to pay energy bills. That could lead to new programs to assist the
most vulnerable.
F uel: Customers gain if MG&E collects too much in fuel costs, but currently MG&E can retain 2%
more than it budgets for fuel. In 2021, MG&E would only retain 1% more.

ON DECK: PLEASANT PRAIRIE, CUB FUNDING, 5 RATE CASES
CUB worked hard to cut costs for We Energies customers linked to the 2018
retirement of the Pleasant Prairie coal-fired power plant. CUB objected to the utility
seeking to profit for 20 more years on a power plant that’s no longer running.
We reached a settlement with the utility in 2019 to refinance some of those costs
at a much lower rate. This should save customers tens of millions of dollars. A PSC
decision is expected soon.
Legislation: The state Senate may meet before the end of the year to pass a bill that
would modernize funding for CUB. The bill (AB 712) has widespread support and
passed unanimously in the Assembly.
Big Year for Rate Cases: We’ll continue to focus on the pandemic, disconnections and
those hit hard. We expect all five major electric utilities will submit rate hike plans in
2021. Typically the PSC and CUB have two or three big rate cases a year.
With your help, we’ll be there for you in all five cases to
look for excess and emphasize that this tough economy
is no time to make folks shoulder extra costs.

Efficiency pays: MG&E proposed a “Bring Your Own Device” program to reward
customers who save energy if they have a smart thermostat linked to their air
conditioning system.
 atural gas rates: Small increase, about $2 a month on average. Infrastructure and
N
technology upgrades mean this hike couldn’t be avoided.
Learn more about CUB happenings in real time at our blog https://cubwi.org/blog/

ALLIANT / WIS. POWER & LIGHT RATE CASE FOR 2021

The PSC in August gave Alliant Energy the OK to keep electric and natural gas
rates unchanged in 2021. The PSC made tweaks to ensure customers won’t face an
unmanageable increase the next time Alliant asks to raise rates. Highlights:
Rate Stability: No increase for electric or natural gas customers in 2021.
Customer Charge: No Increase in Fixed Customer Charge in 2021.
Profit Level: Unchanged for 2021.

TEACHERS WHO PARTNERED WITH CUB
NAMED WISCONSIN ENERGY EDUCATORS OF THE YEAR
Two Oconomowoc High School teachers whose class partnered with CUB during
its 40th Anniversary year have been awarded the 2020 Energy Educator of
the Year award from the Wisconsin K-12 Energy Education Program. CUB was thrilled
to partner with teachers Danielle Chaussée and Kelly Holtzman and their Global
Sustainability / Spanish class in the 2019-20 school year.
The OHS class worked with CUB in a number of ways, translating energy education
materials into Spanish and helping launch CUB’s Spanish language page.
The OHS students also served as ambassadors for CUB at the CUB 40th Anniversary
Celebration in Madison in November 2019.
CUB is proud of our partnership with OHS along with CUB marketing partner
and small business member Evolution Marketing. The partnership is continuing,
virtually, with a new group of OHS students in the 2020-21 school year.
See cubwi.org/espanol

Kelly Holtzman

Danielle Chaussée

Wisconsin 2020 energy Educators of the Year

SAVINGS CUB’S HELPED ACHIEVE
$3.5 BILLION SINCE 2006
$159 MILLION IN 2019

$AVINGS

ELECTRIC RATE INCREASES LEVELING OFF
AVERAGE WISCONSIN RATES
SINCE 2016: UP LESS THAN 1%

SNAPSHOT

SINCE 2002, RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC
RATES 64% — 1.4 TIMES THE
INFLATION RATE !

FIXED CUSTOMER CHARGES:
UNCHANGED SINCE 2017,
BUT STILL TOO HIGH

6% ABOVE MIDWEST AVERAGE
HOW WE’RE FARING
VS MIDWEST AND U.S.
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MICHIGAN

15.74
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CUB has worked to hold the line
since 2017 against hikes in fixed
charges, which penalize low energy
users and discourage energy
efficiency. How our fixed charges
stack up:

WISCONSIN
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MINNESOTA
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INDIANA
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12.38
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13.01

9% ABOVE U.S. AVERAGE

RATES GIVEN IN CENTS PER KWH
SOURCES: U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION,
PSC OF WISCONSIN
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CONNECT WITH CUB
ON THE WEB
www.cubwi.org

BY EMAIL

staff@cubwi.org

BY PHONE

608.251.3322
800.657.4727

WIS. AVG

